THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO DEFINING JEWISH
IDENTITY, AND THE CASE OF FELIX MENDELSSOHN
Daniel R. Langton*
It is possible to outline two ways of approaching the subject of Felix Mendelssohn’s Jewishness in
relation to his oratorio St Paul. Firstly, one can consider certain theoretical considerations that emerge
NZWU\PMÅMTLWN 2M_Q[P+]T\]ZIT;\]LQM[QVZMTI\QWV\WKWUXTM`2M_Q[PQLMV\Q\aQV\PMUWLMZV_WZTL1V
the light of these considerations, it will be suggested that the St Paul libretto shows the impact of his
Jewish heritage and, in fact, demonstrates nicely the messy kind of Jewish self-consciousness that is often
WN OZMI\M[\QV\MZM[\\W[KPWTIZ[QV\PMÅMTL;MKWVLTaWVMKIVKWV[QLMZ\PMKWV\M`\WN 2M_Q[PIXXZWIKPM[
to the apostle Paul. Here it will be suggested that Mendelssohn’s oratorio can be seen to function in a
very similar way insofar as he seems to blur the boundary between Judaism and Christianity.

Felix Mendelssohn (1809–1847) was a grandson of the famous Jewish Enlightenment
philosopher, Moses Mendelssohn, and a son of the banker, Abraham Mendelssohn, who
had him baptised as a seven year-old. A musical child prodigy who has been frequently
compared to Mozart, Felix went on to become a renowned conductor and composer whose
work mediated between the Classical and Romantic traditions.1 Among the many
symphonies, concertos, oratorios, piano and chamber music that he wrote in his short
lifetime, two of his most famous works were the oratorios Elijah (1846) and, of greatest
interest here, St. Paul (1836).2
)XI[[QWVI\MLMJI\MK]ZZMV\TaZIOM[IUWVO[\[KPWTIZ[I[\W_PM\PMZ.MTQ`LMÅVMLPQU[MTN 
Jewishly or not. No-one disputes that he was a proud German and a sincere Christian.
Rather, the focus of the debate is how important, if at all, Felix’s Jewish heritage was to his
religious worldview and, by extension, to his work. The history of this controversy is long
IVLVW\ITQ\\TM[WZLQL)VQVÆ]MV\QITIV\Q;MUQ\QKI\\IKSJa?IOVMZQV [PWZ\TaIN\MZ
Felix’s death, had sought to marginalise his works by reference to their perceived Jewish
characteristics3 and the Nazis took up this theme and went on to ban performances of his
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edition was Felix Mendelssohn, St. Paul*QZUQVOPIU" 
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music from 1938. In a classic study by Werner in 1963, the negative value-judgment of
Felix’s Jewishness was reversed and a portrayal of a great musician was offered that stressed
2M_Q[PQVÆ]MVKM[IVLXZQLMQVPQ[2M_Q[PPMZQ\IOM4 However, recent research by Sposato has
LQ[KZMLQ\MLU]KPWN ?MZVMZ¼[XZM[MV\I\QWV[PW_QVO\PI\PMUWLQÅML\PM_WZLQVOWN SMa
correspondence in making his case. Sposato argues instead that Felix saw himself as
»MVTQOP\MVML ZI\QWVITQ[\ IVL QV [PWZ\ I \aXQKIT /MZUIV Neuchrist’ as Jewish converts to
Christianity were called, brought up and baptised as a Protestant and eventually becoming a
NWTTW_MZ WN  \PM PQOPTa QVÆ]MV\QIT :MNWZUML \PMWTWOQIV .ZQMLZQKP ;KPTMQMZUIKPMZ  ·
1834),6 with no documented interest in his Jewish ancestry. Certainly, evidence to the
contrary is hard to come by and appears to amount to a report that Felix once commented
WV\PMQZWVa\PI\PMI[I»2M_JWa¼PILJZW]OP\IJW]\IZM^Q^ITWN \PMKP]ZKPKWUXW[MZ
2; *IKP7 6M^MZ\PMTM[[ W\PMZ [KPWTIZ[ QVKT]LQVO *W\[\MQV ;\MQVJMZO IVL <WLL _PQTM
accepting Sposato’s demolition of Werner’s account, continue to regard Felix’s Jewish
background as important for making sense of the man and his music. All agree that in
nineteenth-century German society, Felix could not have avoided his Jewishness even if he
had so desired.8*]\_PQTM;XW[I\W[\ZM[[M[\PI\PMKPW[MVW\\WLMÅVM himself as such, the
others remain convinced of the importance of his Jewish heritage for understanding him.9
1VXIZ\QK]TIZ*W\[\MQVIZO]M[\PI\.MTQ`¼[TQNM_WZS_I[\PMKWUXTM\QWVWN I»[aVKZM\QK¼XZWRMK\
\W»]VQ^MZ[ITQ[M2]LIQ[U¼IXZWRMK\ÅZ[\JMOIV_Q\PPQ[OZIVLNI\PMZ5W[M[5MVLMT[[WPV10 In
NIK\\PMZMQ[VW\I[U]KPLQ[\IVKMJM\_MMV\PM\_WKIUX[I[IXXMIZ[I\ÅZ[\[QOP\;XW[I\W¼[
meticulous study is certainly prepared to acknowledge a development in Felix’s writing
_PQKP Ja \PM MVL WN  PQ[ TQNM PIL IZZQ^ML I\ _PI\ Q[ LM[KZQJML I[ I »[\ZI\MOa WN  L]IT
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rationalist Judaism of his grandfather, Moses Mendelssohn.’ Todd, Mendelssohn: A Life in Music, xxviii.
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 ?ZQ\QVO JMNWZM ;XW[I\W *W\[\MQV¼[ IZO]UMV\ _PQKP ZMUIQV[ ]VKPIVOML _I[ \PI\ »C.MTQ`E 5MVLMT[[WPV
was syncretic, not sectarian. His Christian faith focused on the extent to which Christianity was a universalization
WN  2]LIQ[U¼ 4MWV *W\[\MQV »<PM )M[\PM\QK[ WN  )[[QUQTI\QWV IVL )NÅZUI\QWV" :MKWV[\Z]K\QVO \PM +IZMMZ WN 
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XMZ[XMK\Q^M¼\PI\Q[»IVI\\MUX\\WZMKWVKQTMPQ[+PZQ[\QIVNIQ\PIVLPQ[2M_Q[PPMZQ\IOM¼11 It
is agreed, then, that Felix’s shifting attitude towards Jews and his consciousness of both
Jewish and Christian perspectives – and its implications for his self-understanding – can be
traced in his works. For those interested in complex Jewish identity, whatever the precise
label given, his oratorio about the Apostle to the Gentiles has some particularly useful
insights to offer.
?PMV Q\ KWUM[ \W LMÅVQVO 2M_Q[P QLMV\Q\a WZ »2M_Q[PVM[[¼ QV I [a[\MUI\QK _Ia WVM¼[
assumptions play a major role. One tendency, not uncommon among theologians, is to
essentialize by classifying people and phenomena as Jewish only in so far as they conform
to an assumed essence of a normative Jewishness. This essence may or may not be related to
theologically derived criteria such as matrilineal decent, conversion to a particular tradition
or set of beliefs, adherence to a certain body of law, a role in salvation history, or to nontheological criteria such as racial, national or cultural characteristics. From this perspective,
responsibility for determining Jewish authenticity rests entirely with the observer, irrespective
of whether his views originate from within the community or from outside. For the
M[[MV\QITQ[\ IVa\PQVO WZ IVaWVM _PW LWM[ VW\ KWZZM[XWVL \W \PM OQ^MV LMÅVQ\QWV Q[ \W JM
excluded as marginal at best and deviant at worst. One might imagine a core of authenticity
surrounded by concentric circles of ever decreasing legitimacy. The problem, of course, is
that observers do not agree on what exactly constitutes the core of authenticity. Whichever
LMÅVQ\QWVQ[\WJMZMOIZLMLI[I]\PWZQ\I\Q^MLMXMVL[]XWVWVM¼[M`Q[\QVOJQI[M[.]Z\PMZUWZM
proponents of essentialism do not tend to recognise the historically-conditioned nature of
[]KP LMÅVQ\QWV[ IVL WN\MV I[[]UM \PI\ \PM KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[ WN  2M_Q[P I]\PMV\QKQ\a PI^M
remained fundamentally unchanged down through the ages.12
)VIT\MZVI\Q^MUM\PWLWN KI\MOWZQbI\QWVQ[\PI\WN »[MTNLMÅVQ\QWV¼\PMIXXZW^MLUM\PWL
for many social scientists and historians. This non-essentialist approach does not preLM\MZUQVM\PMW]\MZTQUQ\[WN 2M_Q[PVM[[IVL[W»LM^QIVKa¼WZ»UIZOQVITQ\a¼IZM\MZU[NZMMWN 
VMOI\Q^MKWVVW\I\QWV[<PMQVKT][QWVWN \PW[M_PWLMÅVM\PMU[MT^M[2M_Q[PTaKIVTMIL\W
political controversies, such as the acceptance of Messianic Jews despite their dismissal as
+PZQ[\QIV[JaIVW\PMZVIUM Ja I JZWIL [XMK\Z]U WN  \PM 2M_Q[P KWUU]VQ\a *]\ \PM
IL^IV\IOM WN  I [MTNLMÅVQ\QWVIT IXXZWIKP Q[ \PI\ Q\ TIZOMTa NZMM[ \PM WJ[MZ^MZ NZWU \PM
responsibility for selection and minimises the projection onto the subject of his own
QLMWTWOQKIT JQI[M[ .WZ [WUM »[MTNLMÅVQ\QWV¼ QUXTQM[ \PI\ \PM QVLQ^QL]IT LMÅVM[ PQU[MTN 
primarily in Jewish terms, but this need not be the case. Arguably, an individual can possess a
self-image that includes a Jewish componentPW_M^MZPMLMÅVM[Q\<PQ[Q[IVQUXWZ\IV\XWQV\
especially in the context of intercultural studies which take for granted overlapping or
hierarchical identities. Nor should one forget that an individual’s self-image evolves and
\ZIV[NWZU[ QV ZMIT \QUM IVL KPIVOM[ IKKWZLQVO \W [WKQIT KWV\M`\ <PM [MTNLMÅVQ\QWVIT
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5I\\PM_8I[[QWVQV !\PZW]OP\PMTQJZM\\WLZIN\MLNWZ)*5IZ`¼[Mose in 1833 and the oratorios of St. Paul
(1836), Elijah (1846), and Christ <PMVM_I\\Q\]LMZM^MITMLQV\PMTI[\\_W_WZS[_I[»WVMVWTWVOMZN]MTTMLJa
a need to demonize the Jews in order to prove the sincerity of his Christian faith.’ Sposato, The Price of Assimilation,
178–179.
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For a powerful critique of the essentializing tendency, see Laurence J. Silberstein, Mapping Jewish Identities (New
York: New York University Press, 2000).
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approach is commonly used because it attempts to accommodate the complex, shifting
reality of Jewish identity.13
=VNWZ\]VI\MTa »[MTNLMÅVQ\QWV¼ M`KT]LM[ UIVa _PW LW VW\ IXXMIZ \W [MM \PMU[MT^M[ QV
Jewish terms and yet who live lives and produce works that strike the sensitive observer as
inexplicable without reference to a Jewish dimension of some sort. Celebrated examples
QVKT]LM \PM [M^MV\MMV\PKMV\]Za XPQTW[WXPMZ *IZ]KP ;XQVWbI IVL WN  KW]Z[M .MTQ`
Mendelssohn. A work of monumental Jewish scholarship such as the Encyclopaedia Judaica
_QTTQVKT]LM[]KPXZWJTMUI\QKQVLQ^QL]IT[JMKI][MWN Q\[_WZSQVOXZQVKQXTM\PI\»IVaWVMJWZV
I 2M_¼ Q[ Y]ITQÅML NWZ QVKT][QWV M^MV QN  PM TI\MZ KWV^MZ\ML WZ LQ[I[[WKQI\ML PQU[MTN  NZWU
2M_Q[P TQNM I[ IZM QVLQ^QL]IT[ JWZV WN  WVTa WVM 2M_Q[P XIZMV\ _PW IZM »[]NÅKQMV\Ta
distinguished.14*]\VW\PMWZM\QKITR][\QÅKI\QWVQ[WNNMZMLNWZ\PQ[IXXZWIKPIVLQ\IXXMIZ[\W
be premised upon unacknowledged essentialist assumptions of a theological and / or racial
SQVL1[Q\XW[[QJTM\WY]ITQNa\PM[MTNLMÅVQ\QWVITUM\PWL[W\PI\IUWZMV]IVKML\ZMI\UMV\
WN []KPQVLQ^QL]IT[KIVJMWNNMZML\PI\I^WQL[\PMKWUUWVM[[MV\QITQ[\LMÅVQ\QWV['
<PMSMaY]M[\QWV[]ZMTaQ[_PM\PMZI[QOVQÅKIV\XIZ\WN IVQVLQ^QL]IT¼[_WZTL^QM_Q[JM[\
M`XTIQVMLQV\MZU[WN PQ[[MTNQLMV\QÅKI\QWVI\[WUMTM^MTI[I2M_IVL_PM\PMZ\PMNIQT]ZM\W
take this dimension seriously would result in an impoverished understanding of his life and
work. (For present purposes, it does not matter whether the individual’s perception of
Jewishness or Judaism is real or imagined). For those Jews who later convert to Christianity
or who try to disassociate from Jewish life in general, breaking the psychological ties of
I[[WKQI\QWVQ[^MZaLQNÅK]T\QN VW\QUXW[[QJTM<PQ[Q[M[XMKQITTa\Z]MNWZ\PW[MTQ^QVOQV\PM
modern period, when the authority of the Church, and its belief in the transformative power
of baptism, was losing ground to the natural sciences and the assumption of eternal and
Å`ML[XMKQM[5MVLMT[[WPVNWZM`IUXTM_W]TLPI^MJMMV_MTTI_IZM\PI\PQ[KWV\MUXWZIZQM[
continued to see in him an indelible trace of Jewishness and, at some level at least, he must
have internalised this social reality. One should be wary of underestimating the impact of
\PQ[SQVLWN »QV\MZ[]JRMK\Q^M¼I[[M[[UMV\WN 2M_Q[PVM[[ To put it another way, it might be
XW[[QJTM \W M`XIVL \PM [MTNLMÅVQ\QWVIT IXXZWIKP \W QVKT]LM \PW[M JWZV 2M_[ _PW IN\MZ
leaving the community, continue to self-identify as Jews on some level. The problem is how
IVWJ[MZ^MZKIVSVW__PM\PMZ\PMQVLQ^QL]IT[WQLMV\QÅM[QN \PQ[I[[WKQI\QWVQ[VW\IZ\QK]TI\ML
M`XTQKQ\Ta)ZO]IJTa5MVLMT[[WPV[PW]TLJMQVKT]LML]VLMZ\PM[MTNLMÅVQ\QWVITIXXZWIKPQN 
IKI[MKIVJMUILM\PI\IVI_IZMVM[[WN PQ[QLMV\QÅKI\QWVI[I2M_I\[WUMTM^MTKWV\ZQJ]\M[
QV I [QOVQÅKIV\ [MV[M \W IV ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  PQ[ KWUXW[Q\QWV QV \PQ[ KI[M \PM WZI\WZQW
13
For a survey of the changing understandings of Jewishness, especially in the ancient world, see Shaye
J.D. Cohen, The Beginnings of Jewishness: Boundaries, Varieties, Uncertainties *MZSTMa" =VQ^MZ[Q\a WN  +ITQNWZVQI 8ZM[[
1999).
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 1V\PMQZQV\ZWL]K\QWV\PMMLQ\WZ[_ZQ\M»1VKMZ\IQVJQWOZIXPQKITMV\ZQM[IXZWJTMU_I[\WLM\MZUQVM_PW_I[I
2M_<PMÅZ[\XZQVKQXTMILWX\ML_I[\PI\IVaWVMJWZVI2M_Y]ITQÅMLNWZQVKT][QWVM^MVQN PMWZ[PMPIL[]J[MY]MV\Ta
converted or otherwise dissociated himself from Jewish life (where these facts are known, they are stated). The
second principle was that a person with one Jewish parent would qualify for inclusion (with the relevant information
[\I\MLQN PMWZ[PM_MZM[]NÅKQMV\TaLQ[\QVO]Q[PML)XMZ[WV_PW[M2M_Q[PWZQOQV[_MZMUWZMZMUW\M_W]TLWVTaJM
the subject of an entry in very unusual cases. However, a more generous attitude was taken in the case of Marranos,
QV ^QM_ WN  \PM [XMKQIT KQZK]U[\IVKM[ []ZZW]VLQVO \PMQZ PQ[\WZa¼ /MWNNZMa ?QOWLMZ IVL .MZV ;MKSJIKP »-LQ\WZ¼[
Introduction’, Encyclopaedia Judaica, 7.

 1V\PQ[^MQV3ZI][bPI[IZO]ML\PI\»2M_Q[PVM[[Q[]VLMZ[\WWLI[a set of characteristic positions in which certain people
are cast or ascribed – by themselves and by others.¼ 5QKPIMT 3ZI][b »7V *MQVO 2M_Q[P¼ QV ,I^QL <PMW /WTLJMZO IVL
Michael Krausz, eds., Jewish Identity (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993), 266.
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St Paul. Consequentially, both the subject and the observer must share the responsibility for
M[\IJTQ[PQVO»[MTNLMÅVQ\QWV¼JMKI][MPW_M^MZU]KPLMXMVL[]XWV\PM[]JRMK\¼[I[[]UX\QWV[
attitudes, value-judgments and ideas, just as much hangs on the observer’s ability to uncover
and interpret them in their historical context. One can make a useful distinction in this
regard between essentialist, ahistorical characteristics of Jewishness and historically- and
culturally-determined characteristics of what constitutes Jewishness.16 What follows, then, is
an attempt to connect Mendelssohn’s work to a self-conscious accommodation with his
Jewish heritage. It is an attempt to offer a plausible reading of his carefully edited libretto as
an expression of religious sentiment that was by no means entirely hostile to Judaism as he
conceived it at that time, and which allowed him to identity with it, at some level.
4M\][JMOQV_Q\PIJZQMN W^MZ^QM_WN \PMQV\MTTMK\]ITQVÆ]MVKM[_Q\PQV.MTQ`¼[NIUQTaNWZ\PM
purpose of establishing the foundations of his own religious constitution. One might be
tempted to begin with his grandfather, Moses Mendelssohn (1729 –1786),17 whose writings can
be seen as an attempt to relate eighteenth-century rationality and theism. After all, Felix was
instrumental, at least at an initial stage, in having Moses’ collected works published only four
years after the completion of St. Paul.18 The book that made Moses’ reputation, Phaedon (1767),
was a discussion of immortality which drew heavily upon natural theology and assumed the
universality of rational thought.19 Felix read this extended commentary of Plato’s treatise in
1831, only a year before work began on the St. Paul oratorio.20 If Felix had also read Moses’
classic study, Jerusalem or On Religious Power and Judaism (1783), which also featured a deist-like
vision of a God who reveals his purposes and ethical demands through the natural world and
by means of a common access to reason,21 then this would have important implications for his
16
 3ZI][b UIQV\IQV[ \PI\ WVM KIV »LQ[\QVO]Q[P JM\_MMV M[[MV\QITQ[U · \PM LWK\ZQVM \PI\ \PMZM IZM IPQ[\WZQKITTa
Å`MLKWVLQ\QWV[NWZI\PQVO\WJM\PI\\PQVO·NZWU_PI\I\XIZ\QK]TIZUWUMV\[QVPQ[\WZQKITM^WT]\QWVIZM\ISMV\W
JMVMKM[[IZaKWVLQ\QWV[NWZI\PQVO\WJMI\PQVO¼3ZI][b»7V*MQVO2M_Q[P¼
17
 *W\[\MQVQ[IUWVO\PW[M_PW_W]TLLW[W».MTQ`5MVLMT[[WPV¼[IL^WKIKaWN PQ[OZIVLNI\PMZ¼[_WZSQ[KMZ\IQVTa
positive evidence of his connection to being Jewish. A revival of or an increase in awareness of his grandfather’s
_ZQ\QVO[ Ja LMÅVQ\QWV PIL \W QV^WSM I ^Q[QJTM INÅZUI\QWV WN  .MTQ`¼[ 2M_Q[P PMZQ\IOM .MTQ`¼[ SVW_TMLOM WN  IVL
TQNMTWVOILUQZI\QWVNWZ5W[M[5MVLMT[[WPV¼[_WZS_I[VWV\ZQ^QIT¼4MWV*W\[\MQV»5MVLMT[[WPVIVL\PM2M_[¼The
Musical Quarterly 82:1 (Spring 1998), 212.
18
It is, however, important not to over-estimate Felix’s role in this. He was approached to assist with the
X]JTQKI\QWVWN 5W[M[5MVLMT[[WPV¼[_WZS[QV J]\Q\_I[PQ[]VKTM2W[MXPIVL2W[MXP¼[[WV*MVRIUQV_PW
were actually responsible for bringing this product to a successful conclusion. Todd, Mendelssohn: A Life in Music,
16–17.
19
 »C<EPMMVLW_UMV\[PMCUIVEXW[[M[[M[WN JWLaIVLUQVLPMSVW_[\WJM\PMOQN\WN \PMITTOWWL.I\PMZ)TT
beauties, all harmony, goodness, wisdom, providence, ways and means, which he has acknowledged hitherto in the
visible and invisible world, he considers as thoughts of the Almighty, which are given him to read in the book of
KZMI\QWVQVWZLMZ\WIL^IVKMPQU\WIPQOPMZXMZNMK\QWVC?EMN]TÅT\PM^QM_[WN \PM[]XZMUMJZQVOWVMIZ\PJa
developing our intellectual capacities... In our eyes the world of moral beings speaks the perfection of its author, as
strongly as the world of nature.’ Moses Mendelssohn, Phaedon or the Death of Socrates (London: J. Cooper, 1789),
· !/MZUIVWZQOQVIT"5W[M[5MVLMT[[WPVPhaedon oder über die Unsterblichkeit der Seele in drey Gesprächen
*MZTQV";\M\\QV1VIVIXXMVLQ`\W\PM\PQZLMLQ\QWV5W[M[OWM[[WNIZI[\W[]OOM[\\PI\»)NZQMVLWN ZMI[WV
[]KP I[ PM C;WKZI\M[E _I[ _W]TL KMZ\IQVTa PI^M OZI\MN]TTa IKKMX\ML NZWU W\PMZ XPQTW[WXPMZ[ \PI\ XIZ\ WN  \PMQZ
doctrine which was based on reason, no matter what country or religious party they otherwise belonged to. Where
ZI\QWVIT\Z]\P[IZMKWVKMZVMLWVMKIVIOZMM_Q\PIVaWVMIVLVM^MZ\PMTM[[ÅVLUIVa\PQVO[]V\Z][\_WZ\Pa_PQKP
he accepts on faith.’
20
Todd, Mendelssohn: A Life in Music, 244.
21
In Jerusalem 5W[M[ _ZW\M»1\Q[ \Z]M\PI\1 ZMKWOVQbM VW M\MZVIT\Z]\P[W\PMZ\PIV\PW[M\PI\IZMVW\UMZMTa
KWUXZMPMV[QJTM\WP]UIVZMI[WVJ]\KIVIT[WJMLMUWV[\ZI\MLIVL^MZQÅMLJaP]UIVXW_MZ[1KWV[QLMZ\PQ[IV
essential point of the Jewish religion and believe that this doctrine constitutes a characteristic difference between it
and the Christian one... Eternal truths... insofar as they are useful for men’s salvation and felicity, are taught by God
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conception of the Jewish religion. However, with the exception of Phaedon there is no direct
M^QLMVKM\PI\.MTQ`IK\]ITTaZMIL5W[M[¼_WZS[I[;XW[I\WXWQV\[W]\IVL_PQTMQ\Q[LQNÅK]T\
to imagine that his famous grandfather’s writings and ideas were of no interest to the cultivated,
intellectual household in which Felix was brought up, one must be cautious about attributing
\W \PMU \WW OZMI\ IV QVÆ]MVKM22 Firmer ground is found with Felix’s father, Abraham
5MVLMT[[WPV*IZ\PWTLa· _PWU.MTQ`LMMXTaZM[XMK\MLIVLNZWU_PWUPM[W]OP\
approval throughout his life. The views of the father are important for what they tell us about
the kind of religious environment in which the son was actually raised. In common with other
assimilationist Jews of his day, Abraham was attracted to a rationalist perspective and his
religious worldview was wary of theism of any sort. While he rejected Judaism he did not offer
a ringing endorsement of Christianity, either, as he made clear in several letters to his children.
1V I\IZW]VL\PM\QUMWN \PMKWVÅZUI\QWVWN .MTQ`¼[[Q[\MZ.IVVa)JZIPIULQ[K][[MLPQ[
conception of religion at some length.23.WZ)JZIPIU\PMTIJMT»+PZQ[\QIV¼_I[IUI\\MZWN 
convenience, an appellation adopted for society’s sake, and his real concern for his daughter
_I[ NWZ PMZ \W ÅVL PIXXQVM[[ QV IV M\PQKIT L]\QN]T TQNM =T\QUI\MTa \PM TIJMT UILM TQ\\TM
LQNNMZMVKMNWZI[PMX]\Q\MT[M_PMZM»<PMZMIZMQVITTZMTQOQWV[WVTaWVM/WLWVM^QZ\]MWVM
truth, one happiness.’24 In a letter to Felix in 1829, there is again a clear sense of grudging
in a manner more appropriate to the Deity; not by sounds or written characters, which are comprehensible here
and there, to this or that individual, but through creation itself, and its internal relations, which are legible and
KWUXZMPMV[QJTM\WITTUMV6WZLWM[0MKWVÅZU\PMUJaUQZIKTM[J]\0MI_ISMV[\PMUQVL_PQKP0MPI[
created, and gives it an opportunity to observe the relations of things, to observe itself, and to become convinced of
the truths which it is destined to understand here below.’ Moses Mendelssohn, Jerusalem or On Religious Power and
Judaism \ZIV[ Ja )TTIV )ZS][P 6M_ -VOTIVL" *ZIVLMQ[ !  ! ! /MZUIV WZQOQVIT" 5W[M[ 5MVLMT[[WPV
Jerusalem oder über religiöse Macht und Judentum*MZTQV"5I]ZMZ 5W[M[IT[WJMTQM^ML\PI\\PMZM^MITML4I_KW]TL
TQSM_Q[MJMM`XTIQVMLQV\MZU[WN IZI\QWVITX]ZXW[MIVLKW]TLJMZMOIZLMLI[»\PMNW]VLI\QWVNWZ\PMVI\QWVIT
cohesion.’ Mendelssohn, Jerusalem, 126–128.
22
 ;XW[I\WVW\M[\PI\QVITM\\MZLI\ML.MJZ]IZa .MTQ`_ZW\M\PI\PMLQLVW\XW[[M[[»I[QVOTMXIOMWN PQ[
C5W[M[¼E_ZQ\QVO¼_PQKPPMZMIL[I[QVLQKI\Q^MWN ITIKSWN QV\MZM[\;XW[I\WThe Price of Assimilation, 36.
23
 »,WM[/WLM`Q[\'?PI\Q[/WL'1[0MXIZ\WN W]Z[MT^M[IVLLWM[0MKWV\QV]M\WTQ^MIN\MZ\PMW\PMZXIZ\PI[
ceased to be? And where? And how? All this I do not know, and therefore I have never taught you anything about
Q\*]\1SVW_\PI\\PMZMM`Q[\[QVUMIVLQVaW]IVLQVITTP]UIVJMQVO[IVM^MZTI[\QVOQVKTQVI\QWV\W_IZL[ITT\PI\
is good, true and right, and a conscience which warns and guides us when we go astray. I know it, I believe it, I live
in this faith, and this is my religion... This is all I can tell you about religion, all I know about it; but this will remain
\Z]MI[TWVOI[WVMUIV_QTTM`Q[\QV\PMKZMI\QWVI[Q\PI[JMMV\Z]M[QVKM\PMÅZ[\UIV_I[KZMI\ML<PMW]\_IZL
form of religion your teacher has given you is historical, and changeable like all human ordinances. Some thousands
of years ago the Jewish form was the reigning one, then the heathen form, and now it is the Christian... We have
educated you and your brothers and sister in the Christian faith, because it is the creed of most civilized people, and
contains nothing that can lead you away from what is good, and much that guides you to love, obedience, tolerance,
IVL ZM[QOVI\QWV *a XZWVW]VKQVO aW]Z KWVNM[[QWV WN  NIQ\P aW] PI^M N]TÅTTML \PM KTIQU[ WN  society on you, and
obtained the name of a Christian. Now be what your duty as a human being demands of you, true, faithful, good;
obedient and devoted till death to your mother, and I may also say to your father, unremittingly attentive to the
voice of your conscience,... and you will gain the highest happiness that is to be found on earth, harmony and
contentedness with yourself.’ Letter from Abraham Mendelssohn to Fanny Mendelssohn (1820) reproduced in
Sebastian Hensel, The Mendelssohn Family, trans. by Carl Klingemann, second edition (New York: Harper, 1882),
1:79–80.
24
Letter from Abraham Mendelssohn to Fanny Mendelssohn (1819) reproduced in S. Hensel, The Mendelssohn
Family, 1:77.

 »1PILTMIZVMLIVL]V\QTUaTI[\JZMI\P_QTTVM^MZNWZOM\\PI\\PM\Z]\PQ[WVMIVLM\MZVIT#Q\[NWZU[PW_M^MZ
are many and transitory; and so I raised you, to the extent that the constitution under which we then lived permitted
it, free from any religious form, which I wished to leave you to your own convictions, should they demand it, or to
your choice, based on considerations of convenience. That was not to be, however, and I had to choose for you.
/Q^MV\PM[KIV\^IT]M1XTIKMWVITTCZMTQOQW][ENWZU[Q\OWM[_Q\PW]\[IaQVO\PI\1NMT\VWQVVMZKITTQVO\WKPWW[MNWZ
aW]\PM2M_Q[P\PMUW[\WJ[WTM\MKWZZ]X\IVLXWQV\TM[[WN \PMUCITTE;W1ZIQ[MLaW]QV\PM+PZQ[\QIV\PMX]ZMZ
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necessity in raising his children as Christians, as dictated by the bigotry of wider society,26 even
QN IVW]\UWLML2]LIQ[UI[PM[I_Q\_I[MV\QZMTaW]\WN \PMY]M[\QWV.WZ)JZIPIU»ZMTQOQWV¼
was, in essence, a universal ethic towards which humankind is progressing that had once been
clothed in the apparel of Judaism and was now wrapped in the garments of Christianity. It
was a historical view of religion that simultaneously linked Judaism and Christianity but went
beyond them, and, arguably, Abraham did not see his conversion (six years after his son’s
JIX\Q[UWZKPIVOMWN VIUM\W5MVLMT[[WPV*IZ\PWTLaI[IZMRMK\QWVWN 5W[M[5MVLMT[[WPV¼[
KWZM^IT]M[J]\ZI\PMZI[IKWV\QV]I\QWVWZM`\MV[QWVWN \PMU\PMN]TÅTUMV\WN IVQLMWTWOQKIT
\ZIRMK\WZa#NWZPQU\PM5MVLMT[[WPVVIUM[aUJWTQbML»2]LIQ[UQV\ZIV[Q\QWV¼27 This schema
of a transitional relation between Judaism and Christianity is worth noting because, as will
become clear, it was implicit in Felix’s composition of St. Paul, despite the fact that the
connection was minimised by the Lutheran and Reformed theologies with which he publicly
associated himself.
Let us restrict ourselves to two general questions. What themes can be derived from the
texts selected by Felix? And what should be made of the materials and corresponding themes
that he chose not to include?
Firstly, the materials chosen. Many commentators, both in Felix’s day and afterwards,
have complained about the amount of space devoted to the martyrdom of Stephen.28 After
all, the dramatic potential for Saul, such as it is, lies in his (very marginal) involvement in the
CNWZUEIKKMX\MLJa\PMUIRWZQ\aWN KQ^QTQ[MLXMWXTMIVLIT[WKWVNM[[ML\PM[IUMNWZUa[MTNJMKI][M1PIL\WLW
myself what I recognized as best for you.’ Letter from Abraham Mendelssohn to Felix Mendelssohn (1829).
M. Schneider, Mendelssohn oder Bartholdy? *I[MT"1V\MZVI\QWVITM.MTQ`5MVLMT[[WPV/M[MTT[KPIN\! 18 –19, cited
in Sposato, The Price of Assimilation, 16.
26
 )JZIPIULQ[K][[ML\PMUI\\MZ_Q\PPQ[_QNM¼[JZW\PMZ_PWPILKPIVOMLPQ[VIUMNZWU;ITWUWV\W*IZ\PWTLa
IVL_PWIXXIZMV\TaKWV^QVKMLPQU\WLWTQSM_Q[MQVKWZZM[XWVLMVKM"»AW][IaaW]W_MQ\\W\PMUMUWZaWN aW]Z
NI\PMZC\WZMUIQVI2M_E·LWaW]\PQVSaW]PI^MLWVMIVa\PQVOM^QTJaOQ^QVOaW]ZKPQTLZMV\PMZMTQOQWV_PQKP
you consider the best one for them? Rather it is an act of homage which you and I and all of us owe to Moses
Mendelssohn’s efforts in the interests of true Enlightenment... A man can remain loyal to an oppressed, persecuted
religion; he can impose it on his children as a candidature for a lifelong martyrdom – as long as he thinks that it alone
will bring salvation*]\I[[WWVI[PMVWTWVOMZJMTQM^M[\PI\Q\Q[JIZJIZQ[U\WLWIVa\PQVOWN \PMSQVL¼4M\\MZ\W
Abraham Mendelssohn (undated) reproduced in S. Hensel, The Mendelssohn Family"
27
)JZIPIU_ZW\M\W.MTQ`»5aNI\PMZNMT\\PI\\PMVIUM5W[M[LMV5MVLMT,M[[I]_W]TLPIVLQKIXPQUQVOIQVQVO
the needed access to those who had the better education at their disposal. Without any fear that his own father would
take offence, my father assumed the name Mendelssohn. The change, though a small one, was decisive. As Mendelssohn,
PMJMKIUMQZZM^WKIJTaLM\IKPMLNZWUIVMV\QZMKTI[[\PMJM[\WN _PWUPMZIQ[ML\WPQ[W_VTM^MT*a\PI\VIUMPM
QLMV\QÅML PQU[MTN  _Q\P IVW\PMZ OZW]X <PZW]OP \PM QVÆ]MVKM _PQKP M^MZ OZW_QVO XMZ[Q[\[ \W \PQ[ LIa \PM VIUM
5MVLMT[[WPV IKY]QZML OZMI\ I]\PWZQ\a IVL I [QOVQÅKIVKM _PQKP LMÅM[ M`\QVK\QWV <PQ[ KWV[QLMZQVO \PI\ aW] _MZM
reared a Christian, you can hardly understand. A Christian Mendelssohn is an impossibility. A Christian Mendelssohn
the world would never recognise. Nor should there be a Christian Mendelssohn; for my father himself did not want to
be a Christian. “Mendelssohn” does and always will stand for a Judaism in transition, when Judaism, just because it is
seeking to transmute itself spiritually, clings to its ancient form all the more stubbornly and tenaciously, by way of
protest against the novel form that so arrogantly and tyrannically declared itself to be the one and only path to the
good.’ Letter from Abraham Mendelssohn to Felix Mendelssohn (8 July 1829) reproduced in Michael P. Steinberg,
»5MVLMT[[WPV¼[5][QKIVL/MZUIV2M_Q[P+]T\]ZM")V1V\MZ^MV\QWV¼The Musical Quarterly 83:1 (Spring 1999), 37–38.
28
In fact even his father, Abraham, complained, but Felix’s polite reply (included within a letter to his sister) does not
WNNMZIVaM`XTIVI\QWV»<PMVWVIXXMIZIVKMWN ;\8I]TI\\PM[\WVQVOWN ;\MXPMVQ[KMZ\IQVTaIJTMUQ[PIVL1KW]TL
MI[QTaIT\MZ\PMXI[[IOMQVQ\[MTN#J]\1KW]TLÅVLIJ[WT]\MTaVWUWLMWN QV\ZWL]KQVOPQUI\\PM\QUMIVLVW_WZL[NZWU
him to utter in accordance with the Scriptural narrative; therefore it seemed to me more expedient to follow the biblical
account, and to make Stephen appear alone. I think, however, that your other censure is obviated by the music; for the
recitative of Stephen, though the words are long, will not occupy more than two or three minutes, – or including all the
choruses – till his death, about quarter of an hour.’ Letter from Felix Mendelssohn to Rebecca Dirichlet (23 December
 ZMXZWL]KMLQV8IVL+5MVLMT[[WPV*IZ\PWTLaML[Letters of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, 62–63.
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murder of a Christian saint and his consequent inauguration as a persecutor of the new sect
– and this might easily have been dealt with in fewer than the eleven sections it actually
takes. However, one key theme to emerge is that of the contrast between the ideas of the
Jews, whose religion was focused on the Law and Temple, and Stephen’s more spiritual
conception of the nature of their God as the creator of the natural world.29 To begin with,
.MTQ`ZMXZWL]KM[\PM\M[\QUWVaWN \PM2M_Q[PNIT[M_Q\VM[[M[_PW[PW]\»?M^MZQTaPI^MPMIZL
PQUJTI[XPMUMIOIQV[\\PM[MPWTaXTIKM[IVLIOIQV[\\PMTI_¼)K\["IVLPI[»\PM2M_[¼
as a group express similar complaints.30 In recounting the speech that Stephen made in
response, about the rebellious history of the Hebrews, Felix is especially careful to include
the passages in Acts which condemns them for idol worship31 and where the importance of
the Temple is denigrated, drawing attention instead to God’s sovereignty over nature.32 This
key theme of God as Creator of the natural world is reinforced by the choice of the text for
\PMÅZ[\KPWZ][WN \PMWZI\WZQW_PQKPM`KTIQU[»47:,<PW]ITWVMIZ\/WL#IVL<PQVMIZM
\PMPMI^MV[\PMMIZ\PIVL\PMUQOP\a_I\MZ[¼)K\["*]\.MTQ`Q[VW\KZQ\QKITWN \PM2M_[
alone. In a later episode in Lystra in which Paul is mistaken by pagans for a god after having
performed a healing, a similar critique is made of the Gentiles who appear even more confused
about the nature of God than had the Jews. Felix cites at length Paul’s rebuke to the Gentiles’
QV\MV\QWV\W[IKZQÅKM\WIVLILWZMPQUI[IOWL_PQKPQVKT]LM[PQ[_IZVQVO\PI\"
you should turn away from all these vanities unto the ever living God, who made the outstretched
PMI^MV[\PMMIZ\PIVL\PM[MI)[[IQ\P\PM8ZWXPM\"»)TTaW]ZQLWT[IZMJ]\NIT[MPWWLIVL\PMZMQ[
no breath in them. They are vanity, and the work of errors: in the time of their trouble they shall
XMZQ[P¼/WLL_MTTM\PVW\QV\MUXTM[UILM_Q\PP]UIVPIVL[)K\["#2MZMUQIP"#
Acts 17:24)

.MTQ`QUUMLQI\MTaNWTTW_[\PQ[_Q\P8I]T¼[Y]M[\QWV».WZSVW_aW]VW\\PI\aMIZM0Q[\MUXTM
and that the spirit of God dwelleth in you?.. For the temple of God is holy, which temple you
are’ (1 Corinthians 3:16,17).33 As if to drive home the errors of the Jewish and pagan
conceptions of deity, Felix has the Jews and Gentiles (who do not appear in the biblical text)
come together to assault Paul in a joint chorus in section 38,
This is Jehovah’s temple. Ye children of Israel, help us. This is the man who teacheth all men,
against the people, against this place, and also our holy law. We have heard him speak blasphemies
against the law. He blasphemes God. Stone him. (Acts 21:28)

Thus Felix’s editorial choices imply that Jew and Gentile alike have misunderstood the
nature of God, and have set up idols, temples and laws as a result of their ignorance of the

29
Sposato sees this critique of the Jewish obsession with the Law as evidence of anti-Semitism (which he prefers
\W\PM\MZU»IV\Q2]LIQK¼QV\PQ[KWV\M`\;XW[I\WThe Price of Assimilation, 10–11.
30
 6W_\PQ[UIVC;\MXPMVEKMI[M\PVW\\W]\\MZJTI[XPMUW][_WZL[against the law of Moses, and also God... He
PI\P[IQLIVL_MPI^MPMIZLPQUC\PI\E2M[][WN 6IbIZM\P0M[PITTLM[\ZWaITT\PM[Mour holy places, and change all the
laws and customs which Moses delivered us. (Acts 6:11, 14).
31
 »*]\ \PMa ZMN][ML PQU C5W[M[E IVL _W]TL VW\ WJMa PQ[ _WZL J]\ \PZ][\ PQU NZWU \PMU IVL [IKZQÅKML \W
senseless idols’ (Acts 7:39 –40).
32
Solomon built Him an house; albeit the Most High God dwelleth not in temples which are made with hands;
for heaven is His throne, and earth is but His footstool. Has not His hand made all these things? (Acts 7:47–48)
33
 <PQ[Q[NWTTW_MLJaIKPWZ][\PI\KWVÅZU[»*]\W]Z/WLIJQLM\PQVPMI^MV"0Q[_QTTLQZMK\M\PITT\PM_WZTL?M
JW_\WWVTa0Q[LMKZMM?PWUILM\PM[SQM[\PMMIZ\PIVL[MI¼8[ITU"
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true Creator of the Universe.34 In contrast, Felix projects onto Paul (and Stephen) a deist-like
admiration of the divine watchmaker, whose temple is to be found within man and who is
properly worshipped through the spiritual appreciation of nature, as suggested by the paean
WN XZIQ[MWN /WLI[\PM[W]ZKMWN ITTSVW_TMLOM\PI\MVL[\PMÅZ[\XIZ\WN \PMWZI\WZQW
?PI\Q[WN [QOVQÅKIVKMPMZMQ[\PI\.MTQ`¼[XIZ\QK]TIZ]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN +PZQ[\QIVQ\aI[\PM
path towards universal, rational enlightenment is by no means an obvious emphasis for a
\ZMI\UMV\WN \PMTQNMWN ;\8I]T<WM`XTIQVQ\WVMUQOP\TWWS\W\PMNW]VLI\QWVITQVÆ]MVKM
of his family. For while the kind of belief that characterises the oratorio has been described
Y]Q\MZMI[WVIJTaJa5MZKMZ<IaTWZI[»IVIM[\PM\QKITTaJTIVSTW_M[\KWUUWVLMVWUQVI\WZ
of the Christian community in the act of worship’,36 its assumptions concerning the
rationalist underpinnings of religion and the shortcomings of its Jewish garb might as easily
be said to have characterised the letters that Abraham Mendelssohn, the assimilated Jew,
wrote to his children.37 Likewise, in attempting to explain the theme of natural religion one
is sorely tempted to consider the parallels to Moses Mendelssohn’s famous adherence to a
God who reveals his universal will to those who can detect it by observation of his creation,
ZI\PMZ\PIVÅVLQ\[[W]ZKMQV4]\PMZIV»XPQTW0MI\PMVQ[U¼38 (a theory which does not take
account of Felix’s criticism of Gentiles, too). Of course, an interest in natural religion was
very much in line with the wider German Enlightenment zeitgeist, and there is nothing
ZMUIZSIJTMIJW]\ÅVLQVOQV\PM_WZSWN IVaKWUXW[MZWN \PQ[\QUM\PMZI\QWVITQ[\MUXPI[Q[
characteristic of contemporary theology and philosophy of religion. But the point is that, for a
Mendelssohn at least, such ideas were not regarded as being in opposition to Judaism. While the origin of
such emphases must remain the subject of speculation, it is reasonable to suggest that Felix’s
conception of religion had been shaped by the Mendelssohn family’s well-documented
commitment to rational, universalist religion. In particular, his was a vision consistent with
Abraham Mendelssohn’s belief in a universal ethic that, in Paul’s day, had progressed beyond
the culturally determined limitations of paganism and ancient Judaism, and which would
34
Sposato observes that, in the libretto, Gentiles respond more positively to Paul’s missionary endeavours than
LW\PM2M_[IVLPM[]OOM[\[\PI\\PQ[ZMÆMK\[I\aXQKIT\MVLMVKaWN 4]\PMZIVIVL/MZUIV8ZW\M[\IV\Q[U\WOTWZQNa
\PMQZ/MV\QTMPMZQ\IOM_PQKPPMKITT[»XPQTW0MI\PMVQ[U¼;XW[I\WThe Price of Assimilation!·!*]\\PMZMILQVO
of the libretto adopted here sees Mendelssohn equally critical of the shortcomings of Jewish legalism and Gentile
idolatry.

 »7OZMI\Q[\PMLMX\PWN \PMZQKPM[WN _Q[LWUIVLSVW_TMLOMWN \PM.I\PMZ 0W_LMMXIVL]VMZZQVOQ[0MQV
His judgements! His ways are past our understanding. Sing to His glory forever more: Amen.’ (Romans 11:33)
36
 8M\MZ5MZKMZ<IaTWZ»:M\PQVSQVO5MVLMT[[WPV¼[0Q[\WZQKQ[U")4M[[WVNZWU;\8I]T¼The Journal of Musicology
";XZQVO!!
37
 *W\[\MQV UISM[ I [QUQTIZ WJ[MZ^I\QWV ZMOIZLQVO \PM [W]ZKM NWZ .MTQ`¼[ ZI\QWVITQ[U »1V[WNIZ I[ 5MVLMT[[WPV
actually succeeded in integrating a Judaic element in the Protestant theology of the text of St. Paul Julius Schubring
provided him, it was in the highlighting, through the choral numbers, of the abstract and rational substance of
NIQ\P ,M[XQ\M \PM XZWUQVMVKM WN  \PM ÅO]ZM WN  +PZQ[\ QV St. Paul and the centrality of the conversion, it is the
rational, ethical essence of faith that stands out... St. Paul represented Mendelssohn’s musical-dramatic defence of
the theological stance of Abraham Mendelssohn, who ultimately converted to Christianity himself. In St. Paul,
JIX\Q[UQ[\PMZW]\M\WIZI\QWVITMVTQOP\MVUMV\¼*W\[\MQVW^MZM[\QUI\M[\PMZWTMWN ;KP]JZQVOIVLM`IOOMZI\M[
\PMXZWUQVMVKMWN +PZQ[\QV\PMTQJZM\\W4MWV*W\[\MQV»;WVO[_Q\PW]\?WZL["<PW]OP\[WV5][QK<PMWTWOaIVL
the Role of the Jewish Question in the Work of Felix Mendelssohn’, The Musical Quarterly"?QV\MZ!!·

38
 ;XW[I\WI\\ZQJ]\M[\PM\PMUMWN »VI\]ZITZMTQOQWV¼\WI/MZUIV\ZILQ\QWV\PI\LMVQOZI\ML2]LIQ[U¼[[QOVQÅKIVKM
for the Gentiles. In particular, he observes that both Luther and Schleiermacher had believed that God had revealed
PQ[TI_QVVI\]ZMIVL\PMZMNWZM»UW[\WN Q\_I[IT[W_ZQ\\MVQV\W\PMPMIZ\[WN \PM/MV\QTM[JMNWZM\PMQZKWV^MZ[QWV
thereby inviting Germans to view their ancestors not just as pre-Christian, but as proto-Christian, and therefore a
people they could look back on with pride and respect.’ The Price of Assimilation, 93–94.
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undoubtedly move on again in time. Nor was it a view that necessarily did violence to Moses
Mendelssohn’s conception of Judaism as an essentially rational religion.
1VILLQ\QWV\W.MTQ`¼[KZQ\QY]MWN 2]LIQ[U¼[UQ[XTIKMLKWVÅLMVKMQV\PM<MUXTMIVL\PM
Law, and his portrayal of the rebellious character of the Hebrews as described in Stephen’s
speech, the oratorio provides further evidence of its author’s negative attitude towards
ancient Jewry.39 Sposato has demonstrated how, through successive drafts of section 38, Felix
eventually replaced the biblical account of Gentile opposition with that of an essentially
Jewish opposition.40 Furthermore, in the space of a few sections, Felix has the chorus of
Hebrews twice chant Leviticus 24:16, in which the Law demands death for blasphemy.41
And early in the second part, Felix focuses on the envy of the Jews at Paul’s popularity with
the masses, their arguments with him, and eventually their conspiracy to ambush and kill
him. Furthermore, several choruses of Jews vigorously assert their rejection of the Saviour
IVL\PMQZPW[\QTQ\a\W8I]TIVL»ITTLMKMQ^MZ[¼42 This negative portrayal of the Jews has been
X]\LW_V\W\PMQVÆ]MVKMWN )JZIPIU5MVLMT[[WPV43 or to the concerns of a Neuchrist to
distance himself from the ancestral faith of which he was all too self-conscious. (As such, it is
a phenomenon closely related to that of Jewish self-hatred, a topic of great interest within
Jewish cultural studies). In any case, it represents a mechanism by which Felix can explain
the apostle’s momentous decision to turn from the Jews to the Gentiles, which is the point of
sections 23–31. It concludes with his famous parting shot,
AM_MZMKPW[MVÅZ[\\WPI^M\PM_WZLWN \PM4WZL[M\JMNWZMaW]#J]\[MMQVO\PI\aMX]\Q\NZWU
you, and judge yourselves unworthy of the life everlasting, behold ye, we turn, even now, unto the
Gentiles. (Act 13:46)

<PQ[TMIL[][\W\_WZMTI\ML\PMUM[_PQKP_MZMUWZM[QOVQÅKIV\\W.MTQ`\PIV\PMNIQTQVO[WN 
the Jews, namely, (i) the universalization of the knowledge of the one true God and (ii) the
[IKZQÅKMIVLUIZ\aZLWU\PI\UILM\PQ[XW[[QJTMQVPQ[UQVL<PM\PMUMWN [IKZQÅKMQ[^MZa
39
 )KKWZLQVO\W;XW[I\W5MVLMT[[WPV»\ZQML\WLQ[\IVKMPQU[MTN NZWUPQ[C2M_Q[PEPMZQ\IOMI[U]KPI[XW[[QJTM
The editorial practices in his sacred music libretti also support this view of Mendelssohn, containing as they do
V]UMZW][ M`IUXTM[ WN  \PM KWUXW[MZ ]VVMKM[[IZQTa QVKT]LQVO IV\Q;MUQ\QK \M`\[ []KP I[ \PI\ QV \PM KPWZ][ »0Q[
blood be upon us and our children’ in his edition of St. Matthew Passion and those that add to his stereotypical
depiction of the Jews as a law-obsessed people in Paulus¼ 2MNNZMa ; ;XW[I\W »+ZMI\Q^M ?ZQ\QVO" <PM C;MTNE
1LMV\QÅKI\QWVWN 5MVLMT[[WPVI[I2M_¼The Musical Quarterly 82:1 (Spring 1998), 204. For Sposato, this anti-Jewish
strain is enough to demonstrate Felix’s rejection of a Jewish identity, at least at the time of writing his Paulus*]\\PQ[
Q[\WLQ[UQ[[\PMKWUXTM`ZIKQIT]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN »2M_Q[PVM[[¼QVVQVM\MMV\PKMV\]Za-]ZWXMIV;MUQ\QKLQ[KW]Z[M
Sposato himself observes that Felix’s attitudes towards the Jews shifted throughout his lifetime, from which some
UQOP\QVNMZITQNMTWVO[\Z]OOTM_Q\PI2M_Q[P[MTNQLMV\QÅKI\QWV<P][.MTQ`¼[VMOI\Q^MZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN \PM2M_[QV
Paulus could be plausibly interpreted as an antagonistic posture adopted for complicated psychological and social
ZMI[WV[\PI\ZMÆMK\\PMKWUXTM`ZMITQ\aWN \PM2M_Q[PKWV^MZ[QWVM`Q[\MVKMI\\PI\\QUMIVLXTIKMZI\PMZ\PIV[QUXTa
as evidence that he did not self-identify as a Jew.
40
 2MNNZMa;;XW[I\W»5MVLMT[[WPV»8I]T][¼IVL\PM2M_["):M[XWV[M\W4MWV*W\[\MQVIVL5QKPIMT;\MQVJMZO¼
The Musical Quarterly 83:2 (Summer 1999), 284–288.
41
 <PMÅZ[\0MJZM_KPWZ][Q[»<ISMPQUI_Ia.WZVW_\PMPWTaVIUMWN /WLPMPI\PJTI[XPMUML#IVLPM_PW
JTI[XPMUM[0QUPM[PITTXMZQ[P¼_PQTM\PM[MKWVLQ[»;\WVMPQU\WLMI\P0MJTI[XPMUM[/WL#IVL_PWLWM[[W
shall surely perish. Stone him to death.’
42
 7VMKPWZ][[QVO[»<P][[IQ\P\PM4WZL»1IU\PM4WZLIVLJM[QLMUM\PMZMQ[VW;I^QW]Z¼¼1[IQIP"IVL
IVW\PMZ»1[\PQ[PM_PWQV2MZ][ITMULM[\ZWaMLITTKITTQVOWV\PI\VIUM_PQKPPMZMPMXZMIKPM\P'5IaITTLMKMQ^MZ[
ever be confounded! Force him away!’ (Acts 9:21).
43
 »*aNIZ\PM[\ZWVOM[\QVÆ]MVKMWVPaulus¼[\ZMI\UMV\WN \PM2M_[_I[C.MTQ`E5MVLMT[[WPV¼[NI\PMZC,E]ZQVO
Felix’s youth, Abraham Mendelssohn continually encouraged his son to separate himself from his Jewish roots, both
through instruction and by example.’ Sposato, The Price of Assimilation, 90.
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important and helps account for the structure of the oratorio and even for his interest in
8I]TQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM1\Q[QUXTQKQ\QV\PMLMI\PWN ;\MXPMVPQU[MTN_PW[MUIZ\aZLWU_I[
necessary in order to put Paul on the path to becoming the Apostle to the Gentiles, and
whose story, as already noted, seems to have been given disproportionate attention.44 The
divinely ordained enlightenment of the Gentiles is a phenomenon referred to repeatedly
throughout the work, and is emphasised in the opening chorus of the second part, which
XZMMUX\[8I]T¼[ZMRMK\QWVWN \PM2M_["»<PMVI\QWV[IZMVW_\PM4WZL¼[¼46 Felix’s interest in
the cost of universalization also explains the length of the conclusion, which is devoted to
Paul’s farewell to the elders of Ephesus. While not offering much in terms of drama, these
ÅVIT[MK\QWV[IZMZMXTM\M_Q\PZMNMZMVKM[\W8I]T¼[ZMILQVM[[\W[]NNMZLMI\PQV\PMKI][MWN 
taking the gospel message throughout the world.47 Some commentators have complained at
.MTQ`¼[\MVLMVKa\W_IZL[MV\QUMV\ITQ[UIVLIZO]IJTa\PMÅVIT[MK\QWV[KW]TLJMZMOIZLML
I[IVW^MZQVL]TOMV\M`XZM[[QWVWN \PMXI\PW[WN 8I]T¼[TQNM*]QTLQVOIKI[MNWZ\PMQVÆ]MVKM
WN +PZQ[\QIVQVÆ]MVKM;XW[I\WPI[[MMVPMZMKWVÅZUI\QWVWN PQ[+PZQ[\WTWOQKITKWVKMZV[48
*]\Q\IT[W\QM[\WOM\PMZ5W[M[5MVLMT[[WPV¼[MUXPI[Q[WV\PM]VQ^MZ[ITQ\aWN ZMTQOQW][\Z]\P
and Abraham Mendelssohn’s painful conviction of the necessity of severing his children’s
ties to the outmoded religious language of Judaism in favour of Christianity. There’s no hard
evidence, of course, and I may be quite wrong, but it is at least psychologically plausible that
.MTQ`¼[UMLQ\I\QWVWV\PM[IKZQÅKMVMKM[[IZa\WIKPQM^M]VQ^MZ[ITSVW_TMLOMWN \PMWVM\Z]M
/WLQ[\PMZM[]T\WN IVIK]\MI_IZMVM[[WN _PI\»2]LIQ[UQV\ZIV[Q\QWV¼ZMITTaUMIV[I\TMI[\
in the experience of the Mendelssohn family.
44
Felix also chooses to include the references in Stephen’s speech relating the persecution and suffering of God’s
UM[[MVOMZ["»?PQKPWN \PM8ZWXPM\[PI^MVW\aW]ZNI\PMZ[XMZ[MK]\ML')VL\PMaPI^M[TIQV\PMU_PQKP[PW_ML
JMNWZM\PMKWUQVOWN 0QU\PM2][\WVM_Q\P_PW[MU]ZLMZaMPI^MPMZMJMMV[\IQVML¼)K\["IVLI[QUQTIZ
OW[XMTXI[[IOM»2MZ][ITMU2MZ][ITMU\PW]\PI\SQTTM[\\PM8ZWXPM\[IVL[\WVM[\\PMU_PQKPIZM[MV\]V\W\PMM¼
(Matthew 23:37).

 <M`\[\PI\.MTQ`][M[\WITT]LM\W\PM/MV\QTM[¼[IT^I\QWVQVKT]LM")K\["!»)VL\PMSQVO[WN \PMMIZ\P\WWS
their stand and the rulers were gathered together against the Lord and against his Christ... And now, Lord, take note
WN \PMQZ\PZMI\[IVLOZIV\\PI\AW]ZJWVL[MZ^IV\[UIa[XMISAW]Z_WZL_Q\PITTKWVÅLMVKM¼#1[IQIP"»)ZQ[M
shine; for your light has come, And the glory of the LORD has risen upon you. For behold, darkness will cover the
MIZ\P )VL LMMX LIZSVM[[ \PM XMWXTM[# *]\ \PM LORD will rise upon you And His glory will appear upon you’);
:M^MTI\QWV"»<PMV\PMSQVO[WN \PMMIZ\PIVL\PMOZMI\UMVIVL\PMKWUUIVLMZ[IVL\PMZQKPIVL\PM[\ZWVO
IVLM^MZa[TI^MIVLNZMMUIVPQL\PMU[MT^M[QV\PMKI^M[IVLIUWVO\PMZWKS[WN \PMUW]V\IQV[¼"»?PW_QTT
not fear, O Lord, and glorify Your name? For You alone are holy; For all the nations will come and worship before
aW]NWZaW]ZZQOP\MW][IK\[PI^MJMMVZM^MITML¼#:WUIV[" »0W__QTT\PMaXZMIKP]VTM[[\PMaIZM[MV\'2][\
I[Q\Q[_ZQ\\MV¹0W_JMI]\QN]TIZM\PMNMM\WN \PW[M_PWJZQVOOWWLVM_[WN OWWL\PQVO[º*]\1[Ia[]ZMTa\PMa
have never heard, have they? Indeed they have; “their voice has gone out into all the earth, and their words to the
MVL[WN \PM_WZTLº¼#)K\["».WZ[W\PM4WZLPI[KWUUIVLML][¹1PI^MXTIKMLaW]I[ITQOP\NWZ\PMOMV\QTM[
\PI\aW]UIaJZQVO[IT^I\QWV\W\PMMVLWN \PMMIZ\Pº¼"»)VLQ\[PITTJM\PI\M^MZaWVM_PWKITT[WV\PMVIUM
WN \PM4WZL_QTTJM[I^ML¼#<QUW\Pa"»*]\\PM4WZL[\WWL_Q\PUMIVL[\ZMVO\PMVMLUM[W\PI\\PZW]OPUM
the proclamation might be fully accomplished, and that all the Gentiles might hear; and I was rescued out of the
TQWV¼[UW]\P¼#2WPV"»;MMPW_OZMI\ITW^M\PM.I\PMZPI[JM[\W_MLWV][\PI\_M_W]TLJMKITTMLKPQTLZMVWN 
God; and such we are For this reason the world does not know us, because it did not know Him’).
46
 »<PMVI\QWV[IZMVW_\PM4WZL¼[#\PMaIZM0Q[+PZQ[\¼[.WZITT\PM/MV\QTM[KWUMJMNWZM<PMMIVL[PITT_WZ[PQX
<PaVIUM6W_IZMUILMUIVQNM[\<PaOTWZQW][TI_IVLR]LOMUMV\[¼:M^MTI\QWV""
47
 1VKT]LQVO" »*WVL[ IVL INÆQK\QWV IJQLM UM \PMZM CQV 2MZ][ITMUE# IVL aM [PITT [MM Ua NIKM VW UWZM¼ )K\[
"».WZ1IUXZMXIZMLVW\WVTa\WJMJW]VLJ]\IT[W\WLQMI\2MZ][ITMUNWZ\PMVIUMWN \PM4WZLW]Z
[I^QW]Z2M[][+PZQ[\¼)K\"IVL»)VL\PW]OPPMJMWNNMZML]XWV\PM[IKZQÅKMWN W]ZNIQ\PaM\PMPI\PNW]OP\I
OWWLÅOP\0MVKMNWZ\P\PMZMQ[TIQL]XNWZPQUIKZW_VWN ZQOP\MW][VM[[¼<QUW\Pa" 
48
 ;XW[I\W ZMKWOVQ[M[ \PM \PMUM WN  [IKZQÅKM J]\ LWM[ VW\ UISM \PM TQVS \W ]VQ^MZ[ITQ[U IVL QV\MZXZM\[ Q\ I[
M^QLMVKM WN  \PM QVÆ]MVKM WN  KWV\MUXWZIZa +PZQ[\WTWOQKIT UWLMT[ \PI\ [MM \PM PMZW JM Q\ 5W[M[ WZ 8I]T I[ \PM
suffering servant of God whose suffering is brought about by the Jews. Sposato, The Price of Assimilation, 92.
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Secondly, there is the issue of materials and themes left out by Felix. To anyone familiar
with Lutheran understandings of Paul and his life-story, as derived from the book of Acts
and his letters, the absence of an explicit reference to the Pauline doctrine of faith alone, or
to his abrogation of the Law in that context, or to original sin, or to the Jerusalem Council’s
decision, after heated debate, to accede to Paul’s position that the Gentiles were equally
acceptable to God, is puzzling, to say the least.49 Such omissions were undoubtedly deliberate,
as we can see in a complaint that one contributor to the libretto, Schubring, made after
Mendelssohn’s death.
<PI\ PM C5MVLMT[[WPVE _W]TL VW\ IKKMX\ Ua []OOM[\QWV[ NWZ \PM 8I]TQVM LWK\ZQVM WN  \PM
R][\QÅKI\QWVJaNIQ\PJ]\I\\PMIXXZWXZQI\MXTIKM[]J[\Q\]\MLUMZMTa\PMOMVMZITI[[MZ\QWV"»?QZ
OTI]JMV ITT IV MQVMV /W\\¼ C?M ITT JMTQM^M QV WVM /WLE _I[ [WUM\PQVO \PI\ LQL VW\ [I\Q[Na Ua
theological conscience, though, perhaps, any extension of the work in this direction would have
made it too long.

Put another way, one might ask: to what does Paul convert? Not, as one might have expected
NZWU \PM XMV WN  I KWV^MZ\ \W 4]\PMZIVQ[U \W IV ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  R][\QÅKI\QWV Ja /WL¼[
grace, and salvation by faith alone in the divine Christ. In fact one is struck by the particular
presentation of Jesus. Next to nothing is said of Jesus’ messianic role or of his redemptive
[IKZQÅKM and, certainly, the gloriously powerful cosmic Christ of the Pauline epistles does
not emerge from the text. Rather, Jesus is referred to in the context of bringing an end to the
<MUXTM IVL \PM 4I_ [MK\QWV  IVL Q[ I[[WKQI\ML I[ I UIZ\aZ _Q\P ;\MXPMV [MK\QWV 
Admittedly, Christ is also seen by Stephen in a vision standing by the side of the Father
(section 6), and the unconventional use of women’s voices to represent the words of the
ascended Christ on the road to Damascus certainly produces an ethereal, otherworldly effect
[MK\QWV*]\\PQ[WVTaZMQVNWZKM[\PMQUXZM[[QWV\PI\\PMheavenly Jesus is met only in the
subjective visions of men, and there is some evidence that Felix was well aware that such a
presentation would be criticised by Protestant theologians. Thus the familiar Lutheran
49
 <PMLWK\ZQVMWN R][\QÅKI\QWVJaNIQ\PITWVM\PI\Q[\PM\MIKPQVO\PI\[IT^I\QWVQ[JZW]OP\IJW]\\PZW]OPNIQ\P
QV/WL¼[OZIKMZI\PMZ\PIV\PZW]OP_WZS[WN ZQOP\MW][VM[[Q[LMZQ^MLNZWUIVQV\MZXZM\I\QWVWN -XPM[QIV[" ».WZ
by grace you have been saved through faith; and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God’), an interpretation
famously championed by Martin Luther. Accounts of the debate of the early church in Jerusalem are given in Acts
IVLQV/ITI\QIV[1\[TMILMZ2IUM[Z]TML"»<PMZMNWZMQ\Q[UaR]LOUMV\\PI\_MLWVW\\ZW]JTM\PW[M_PWIZM
turning to God from among the Gentiles, but that we write to them that they abstain from things contaminated by
idols and from fornication and from what is strangled and from blood. For Moses from ancient generations has in
M^MZaKQ\a\PW[M_PWXZMIKPPQU[QVKMPMQ[ZMILQV\PM[aVIOWO]M[M^MZa;IJJI\P¼)K\["!·

 2]TQ][;KP]JZQVO»:MUQVQ[MVKM[WN .MTQ`5MVLMT[[WPV*IZ\PWTLa¼ZMXZWL]KMLQV<WLLMLMendelssohn and His
World<PMXIZ\QK]TIZNWZU]TI\QWV»?MITTJMTQM^MQV/WL¼Q[NZWUIPaUVJa5IZ\QV4]\PMZJ]\;KP]JZQVOI\
TMI[\LQLVW\ZMOIZLQ\I[XZW^QLQVOIVIXXZWXZQI\MMUXPI[Q[WN \PMLWK\ZQVMWN R][\QÅKI\QWVJaNIQ\PITWVM

I am grateful to Canon John Davies, formerly of the University of Southampton, for this observation.
)LUQ\\MLTa\PQ[Q[I[WUM_PI\[]JRMK\Q^MKTIQU[QVKMW\PMZ[LWQLMV\QNa+PZQ[\I[INWK][\W\PM_WZS*W\[\MQVVW\M[
»\PMXZWUQVMVKMWN \PMÅO]ZMWN +PZQ[\QVSt. Paul ’, referring primarily to the female chorus, and Sposato sees the
[IKZQÅKQIT»[]NNMZQVO[MZ^IV\¼UW\QN I[+PZQ[\WTWOQKITQVWZQOQV*W\[\MQV»;WVO[_Q\PW]\?WZL[¼;XW[I\WThe
Price of Assimilation, 92.

Except for three citations of Matthew, the Gospels are completely ignored. Mendelssohn’s overwhelming
XZMNMZMVKMQ[NWZ\PM*WWSWN )K\[KQ\I\QWV[QV_PQKP^MZaTQ\\TMQ[WNNMZMLQV\PM_IaWN LQZMK\Y]W\I\QWV[WN 
Jesus.

Felix appears to have been aware that in his revision of the conventions he was sailing close to the wind,
theologically speaking, and was courting the condemnation of those who might be suspicious of his religious
UW\Q^M[;KP]JZQVOZMKITTML\PI\PQ[W_V[]OOM[\QWV\PI\\PM^WQKMWN +PZQ[\JM[M\NWZNW]ZXIZ\[»PMC.MTQ`EKW]TL
not reconcile himself to the notion of producing the effect of a very powerful bass voice’), had a strange effect on
.MTQ`"»)N\MZTWWSQVOI\UMNWZITWVO\QUMPM[IQL"¹AM[IVL\PM_WZ\Pa\PMWTWOQIV[_W]TLK]\UM]XVQKMTaNWZ
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reading of Paul that emphasised God’s grace as made manifest in the life, death and
resurrection of Christ, who redeems the inhabitants of a fallen world through faith alone, is
conspicuous by its absence. Jesus appears primarily as a liberator from misguided, outward
religion and thereby as a pioneering exemplar for Stephen and Paul.
Felix’s portrayal of Paul’s story is focused on a God who exists on a plane far beyond the
reach of idol or Temple and whose Laws are better observed from the natural world than
from the Torah. Furthermore, it champions an understanding of faith that assumes an
unchanging ethical core which, from time to time, requires liberation from the religious
misunderstandings and theological confusions that human minds (Jewish and Gentile) have
accrued over time. The parallels with the views of his father (and grandfather) suggest some
WJ^QW][[W]ZKM[WN QVÆ]MVKM*]\KW]TLWVMVW\IZO]M\PI\\PM\PMUM[WN \PMTQJZM\\WKW]TL
just as likely be explained by more widespread Protestant beliefs? Sposato and Todd both see
this particular oratorio as representative of a stage in Felix’s life-story when he was concerned
to demonstrate his Christian credentials and to achieve his father’s goal of assimilation into
Prussian society. *]\ KWV\MUXWZIZa /MZUIV 4]\PMZIV \PMWTWOa _PQTM ]VLW]J\MLTa QV
intellectual ferment and however varied, can arguably be said to have had offered little in
way of encouragement in these directions. On the contrary, one might point to the
emergence of Lutheran Confessionalism in the 1830s and 1840s, that is, a movement away
NZWU\PMQLMIWN \PM+P]ZKPI[\PM]VQ^MZ[IT*WLaWN +PZQ[\IVL\W_IZLILQ[\QVK\Q^MQLMV\Q\a
based on traditional Lutheran doctrine and exclusive church worship. Mendelssohn’s
apparent inclinations towards universalism and even a kind of rationalist, natural religion, as
found in St Paul, strained against such intellectual currents. The same might be said in
relation to the prominent Reformed theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher, a personal friend
of Mendelssohn. On the one hand, Schleiermacher recognised that Christianity could
claim no monopoly on revelation, believed it impossible to formulate a theology which was
valid for all time, and regarded the articles of Christian belief as edifying expressions rather
\PIVÅ`MLXZWWN[·ITTQLMI[_Q\P_PQKP5MVLMT[[WPVKW]TL[aUXI\PQ[M7V\PMW\PMZPIVL
Schleiermacher also gave absolute prominence to Christ in his theology, denied any
_Q[PQVO\WLMVaIVL[]XXTIV\0QU_PWIZW[MNZWU\PMLMILº¼*]\PM_MV\IPMILIVa_IaIVLPIL+PZQ[\¼[_WZL[
[M\ \W I NW]ZXIZ\ NMUITM KPWZ][ _PQKP LQL XZW^WSM [WUM \PMWTWOQKIT KWUXTIQV\[ <PM KWUXW[MZ »_PW _I[ _MTT
I_IZMWN \PMKQZK]U[\IVKMTI]OPMLJ]\LQLVW\[IaU]KP¼2]TQ][;KP]JZQVO»:MUQVQ[MVKM[WN .MTQ`5MVLMT[[WPV
*IZ\PWTLa¼ZMXZWL]KMLQV<WLLMLMendelssohn and His World, 231–232. The other-worldly effect has also been
M`XTIQVMLI[IVM`IUXTMWN 2M_Q[PQVÆ]MVKM)KKWZLQVO\W0MQVZQKP2IKWJ.MTQ`PILIXXTQML\PMKWUUIVLUMV\
»<PW][PIT\UISM\PMMVWOZI^MVQUIOM[¼\WPQ[U][QK]\QTQ[QVOILM^QKM\PI\[\ZM[[ML\PMOZMI\LQ[\IVKMJM\_MMV
Man and God. Heinrich E. Jacob, Felix Mendelssohn and His Times, trans. Richard and Clara Winston (New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, 1963), 217.

 <WLLKWVKT]LM[\PI\»<PMKWUXTM\QWVWN \PMWZI\WZQWCPaulusEIVLQ\[[]KKM[[N]TZMKMX\QWV_MZMKZQ\QKIT[\MX[
towards achieving Abraham’s cherished agendum – full assimilation of his family into Prussian society.’ Todd,
Mendelssohn: A Life in Music ;XW[I\W_ZQ\M[\PI\»5MVLMT[[WPVQV\PQ[PQ[ÅZ[\WZI\WZQW\ZQML\WI[[]IOMZMITWZ
imagined doubts about his Christian faith by writing a work that conformed to popular expectations, both through
its call for the conversion of the nonbelievers and its depiction of the narrow-mindedness of those who refuse to see
the light (namely, the Jews). Paulus also demonstrates, however, the mental anguish that such a depiction caused
Mendelssohn, anguish that led to his eventual reevaluation of this approach... Mendelssohn’s tendency to depict the
Jews negatively in Paulus derived from an overwhelming personal desire to assimilate into German Christian
culture.’ Sposato, The Price of Assimilation, 79, 88.

 .MTQ` XZWKTIQUML PQU[MTN  »I NWTTW_MZ WN  ;KPTMQMZUIKPMZ¼ QV   QV I TM\\MZ \W PQ[ NZQMVL 2]TQ][ ;KP]JZQVO
himself a disciple of the theologian who sought to reconcile Lutheran and Reformed theology; he also cultivated a
personal friendship with Schleiermacher. Jeffrey Sposato, The Price of Assimilation, 48, 186n39.
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meaningful continuity between Judaism and Christianity (dismissing Judaism as almost
entirely without value), and emphasised religious feeling over and against what he saw as the
simplistic rationalism of natural theologians and deists – ideas which seem at odds with the
reading of the theology underlying the libretto given here.
Finally, it is useful to consider Felix’s treatment of the apostle in the context of Jewish
approaches to Paul more generally. However counter-intuitive it may seem, Mendelssohn’s
treatment of Paul is entirely inline with a number of Jewish commentaries on Paul and, in
particular, with several artistic Jewish renderings of the apostle in the modern period,
including those of a painter, a playwright, and two novelists. Their treatments, like
5MVLMT[[WPV¼[ \MVLML \W ZMÆMK\ PQOPTa QLQW[aVKZI\QK ^QM_[ WN  \PM \_W ZMTQOQWV[ IVL \PM
underlying themes of the oratorio resonate powerfully in their works. In a context where
the centuries-old rules no longer seem to apply, there was a shared need to map out the
relationship between Jews and Gentiles. For those who inhabited the religious and cultural
borderlands, there was a common struggle to achieve a coherent, satisfactory resolution, and
INMMTQVO\PI\8I]T_I[IÅO]ZMKTW[M\W\PMPMIZ\WN \PMQ[[]M*]\IJW^MITT\PMSMaKWVKMZV
was whether or not there existed a common religious essence between Judaism and
Christianity. It is worth noting that the majority agreed that there was, despite maintaining
\PI\ 8I]T _I[ ZM[XWV[QJTM NWZ \PM »XIZ\QVO WN  \PM _Ia[¼ 1\[ XZMKQ[M VI\]ZM _I[ LM[KZQJML
variously in their treatments of the apostle in terms of an underlying rationality, or prophetic
inspiration, or complementary manifestations of the spirit of God, or a universal brotherhood
WN NIQ\P1\UIaJMKWZZMK\\WTQUQ\_PI\;XW[I\WPI[LM[KZQJMLI[5MVLMT[[WPV¼[»I\\MUX\\W
reconcile his Christian faith and his Jewish heritage’ to the later oratorio Elijah, but it seems

 ;KPTMQMZUIKPMZ_ZW\M\PI\»+PZQ[\QIVQ\aQ[M[[MV\QITTaLQ[\QVO]Q[PMLNZWUW\PMZ[]KPNIQ\P[Ja\PMNIK\\PI\QV
it everything is related to the redemption accomplished by Jesus of Nazareth... Christianity cannot in any wise be
regarded as a remodelling or a renewal and continuation of Judaism... Neither can it be said that purer original
2]LIQ[UKIZZQML_Q\PQVQ\[MTN \PMOMZUWN +PZQ[\QIVQ\aC-`KMX\NWZXZWXPMKaEITUW[\M^MZa\PQVOMT[MQV\PM7TL
<M[\IUMV\Q[NWZW]Z+PZQ[\QIV][IOMJ]\\PMP][SWZ_ZIXXQVOWN Q\[XZWXPMKaIVL\PI\_PI\M^MZQ[UW[\LMÅVQ\MTa
Jewish has least value’. Friedrich Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith, trans. by H.R. Mackintosh and J.S. Stewart
-LQVJ]ZOP"<<+TIZS!!!/MZUIVWZQOQVIT"Der christliche Glaube *MZTQV" ·.WZ;XW[I\W
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reasonable to trace this activity back to his earlier study of St Paul, too. If that is indeed the
case, then it is worth pointing out that this struggle is by no means unique to this Protestant
composer of Jewish heritage – it is arguably a characteristic concern of a number of Jewish
engagements with the Apostle to the Gentiles in the modern period.
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